


is constantly reinventing itself 

with new trends, evolving 

technology and unique venue 

spaces. There are several ways to 

make your event stand out from 

your past events and catch the 

attention of attendees.

 

Although creating event videos 

are becoming more and more 

popular, this is still a great way 

to make your event stand out 

from the rest. Event videos are 

great promotional tools for future 

events and they also provide 

educational value.

When creating an event video, 

there are endless ways to make 

your event stand out from 

capturing key highlights for 

educational value to a unique 

shot list.

Technology is constantly evolving 

and that includes technology for 

the event industry. From using 

mobile and tablet friendly event 

applications to live feeds, 

technology is a great way to 

make your next event stand out 

from the rest. Using the latest 

technology is not only a way to 

make your event stand out, but 

also a great way to make your 

event more efficient and engaging 

for your attendees. 

Ditec Comunicaciones is a 

premier, full services 

audiovisual event management 

and productions company 

dedicated to creating seamless 

events and extraordinary guest 

experiences. In Ditec Events 

& Congress we provide every 

facet of audiovisual planning for 

meetings, conferences, trade 

shows and a variety of social 

and special events. It is our goal 

to create and produce turnkey 

solutions for our clients at a 

remarkable value.

Every event is our opportunity 

to provide unique results that 

not only achieve but exceed our 

clients expectations.

Events & Congress Department

Ditec Comunicaciones

THE EVENT 
INDUSTRY

Use the
Latest Technology

Event Videos



VIDEO PROJECTION 
AND LARGE FORMAT 

SCREENS

SIMULTANEOUS DIGITAL 
TRANSLATION

INTERACTIVE VOTING SPECIAL LIGHTING 
EFFECTS

IT SOLUTIONS VIDEOCONFERENCING 
SYSTEMS

CONDUCTING 
MULTI-CAMARA AND 

RECORDING

SOUND EXPERIENCES AUDIO AND VIDEO 
STREAMING

AV & MULTIMEDIA SERVICES
We deliver creative & technological firsts for our clients



CONFERENCES & 
CORPORATE EVENTS
As experts in HD Projection, we realize 

all kinds of projections in any format, 

from a single screen to breathtaking 

panoramic recordings with different 

windows and integrated signals.

We provide the engineering of 

videoconferencing systems to interface 

your corporate headquarters or 

broadcast the event in “streaming” 

over the Internet.

DITEC also offers the latest technology 

in lighting and sound experiences to 

make your event a great success.

Applications:

• Experts in HD Projection

• Videoconferencing 

engineering systems

• Multi-camera live streaming 

production in HD quality 

• Streaming with access from Web 

or Mobile device

• Streaming on Demand



INTERNATIONAL 
EVENTS
Ditec is the leading company in Spain providing simultaneous 

interpreting equipment, accredited by the EU and is a member of the 

Congress Rental Network.

Translation is a fundamental tool in Congresses, Conferences and 

Conventions that require a global understanding among different 

languages. 

Ditec is a leader in the field of Simultaneous Translation; we have 

extensive experience with international clients and wide availability of 

the latest equipment.



INSTITUTIONAL
Ditec has been working for many years with official 

institutions and our working method is based on 

the result of close collaboration and professionalism 

of our Technical Department and Engineering 

Department, achieving the highest quality so 

that nothing is left to chance.

We dispose of different interactive voting systems, 

a very useful technological tool to convert your 

meetings into interactive and productive acts. 

The voting system collects, analyzes and displays 

instantly the feedback from your audience in an 

graphical and personalized way.



PRODUCT
PRESENTATION
Ditec projects a vision to be at the forefront in the 
Audiovisual Sector and therefore we exclusively 
work with the best brands.

Ditec provides you creativity and efficiency so 
that the end result is a spectacular and exclusive 
product. We design scenography projects, 
“Mapping” or appropriate adaptations for
 temporary spaces.



SHOWS 
& FESTIVALS
As a leading company in the field of Video, 

DITEC is actively involved in the direction and 

production of the most innovative Shows and 

Festivals.

Ditec stays one step ahead of its competitors 

thanks to Digital Signal Transmission as well as 

Logistics and its professionalism.



MEDICAL & 
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
Ditec has a long experience in providing Technical and Audiovisual 

Services within the Medical Sector, especially in the Organization of 

Courses and Conferences requiring retransmission of surgical interventions 

and similar clinical cases transmitted live.

Given the complexity of this format, DITEC has highly qualified personnel 

in video, communications and information technology, working with the 

latest digital technology, ensuring the quality of the image transmission 

throughout the process.

DITEC also takes care of all video recordings, proposing solutions for the 

management and dissemination of content after the conference.



CUSTOMERS WHO RELY ON US



FUTURE-FOCUSED,

FULL SERVICE 

AUDIOVISUAL COMPANY

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS THAT DELIVER COMPELLING RESULTS

LATEST 

TECHNOLOGY

COST- CLIENT 

TECHNOLOGY

UNIQUE 

SOLUTIONS

COST - 

EFFICIENCY

CLIENT

SERVICE

We seek out the latest technology, 
get creative and then set 

it in motion

· We create unique solutions that 
deliver compelling and 

remarkable results

 · We just see client service 
differently. Our clients see that 

as a real +

· We see cost-effective efficiency 
as more than a business strategy - 

it is the fairest way to serve 
our clients
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